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November 30, 2012 - Here's a quick overview of active and passive forms of voice verbs. Tense Active Voice Passive Voice Simple Present Tense Verb Form: The first form of the verb Examples speak English here. He speaks English. Verb form: is/am/are + past participle verb form English examples is used here. He speaks English. The current continuous verb form: is /am/are +-ing verb form Examples She writes a letter. I'm
learning my lessons. You make a cake. Verb form: is/am/are + is + participle passive verb Examples The letter is written by it. My lessons are learned by me. The dough is made by you. resent perfect verb form: ma/ma+ parti names past verb form Examples: I wrote a novel. She has finished her job. You wrote letters. Verb form: has/have + been + participle passive verb form Examples: The novel was written by me. The work was
completed by her. Letters from readers would have carried many times, and in the language, wandering. Simple form of the verb of the past: verb form Examples: I wrote a letter. Aries broke the glass. You missed a chance. Verb form: was /former + past participle verb form Examples: The letter was written by me. The glass was shattered by Aries. You wasted your chance. Past continuous verb form times: was/were+-ing verb form
Examples I learned my lessons. She wrote the report. They were making toys. Verb form: was/former+ is + parti names past verb form Examples My lessons were learned by me. It is authored by a report. The toys were made by them. Past times perfect verb form: had + participle passive verb form Examples I finished the project. She learned her lessons. Verb form: had + was + participle passive verb form Examples: The project was
completed by me. Her conclusions have been learned by her. Simple future time Verb Character: will/will + the first form of the verb Examples I will finish the work. She will solve the problem. Verb form: will/shall + be + participle passive verb Examples: The task will be completed by me. The problem will be solved by her. Future excellent verb form: will/shall + has + participle passive verb Examples that I will finish the task. She will
solve the problem. Verb form: will/shall + have + been + past imciple form of the verb Examples The task will be completed by me. The problem will be solved by her. Rules and chart active to passive voice In general, 8 times are changed to passive voice. A perfect continuous present, a perfect continuous past, a continuous future and a perfect continuous future are not transformed into a passive voice. The object is placed in place of
the object and the object is placed in place of the object. It would usually be used before a new object. Always is the 3rd verb form. Helping verbs is changed according to the chart below. The chart helps verbs used in the active voice and passive voice. Tense Tense PASSIVE Present Indefinite To, or (s, es) Is, I'm Present Continuous Is, are, I am, are present Perfect Ma, have been, have been past indefinite did or 2nd form was, were
past continuous you, former, former, former pasty Perfect Had was Future Indefinite Will, will, will, will be the future perfect will have, will have, will be the subject of the Reflexive Possessive Object I am my ourselves My we ourselves We yours / you yours / you his he his same She herself she herself They themselves Are theirs is her one table pronouns Here are links 5 video lectures on Active to Passive and Passive to an active
voice in which you learn all the rules with examples. All students are advised to watch videos for a better understanding. Examples: Active: Killed a tiger. Passive: The tiger was killed by him. Active: Raman wrote the letter with his new pen. Passive: The letter was written by Raman with his new pen. Active: The teacher taught students English grammar. Passive: Students were taught English grammar by a teacher. OR English
grammar was taught to students by a teacher. Rules: Active passive voice in interrogation sentences 1. If the active voice is in the question sentence, the passive voice should be in the investigative sentence. Example: Active: Haven't you paid your electricity bill? Passive: Has your electricity bill not been paid by you? Active: Why don't you do your job? Passive: Why isn't your work done by you? Active: Which boy beat you yesterday?
Passive: By which boy were you beaten yesterday? 2. If the sentence begins with who, by whom is treated as the word question at the beginning of the sentence. Example: Active: Who broke this table? Passive: By whom was this table broken? Active on passive in auxiliary models: when changing the active voice to passive, be used with them, such as: May- may be, may-may be, may-should be, would-be, may be, must be, is to be,
to be, to be, to be, am to be, Example: Active: Can you solve these questions? Passive: Can this question be solved by you? Active: Need to invite friends? Passive: Your friends need to be invited by you? Active; I have to cook food every day. Passive: My food must be cooked by me every day. Active passive in imperative sentences: In imperative sentences, conclusion, order, praise, suggestion and advice, etc. are presented, and
the subject is always you Method-1 When changing active to passive voice in imperative sentences, the following phrases can be used according to meaning. You will be asked to be informed that you will be asked to be asked to apply to Active: Door. Passive: You will be asked to open Door. Active: Please help me. Passive: You are asked to help me. Method 2: Those imperative sentences that have a transitive verb or that come with
an object in them can be changed to passive voice by using Let... Be. Using Let... Bve...... by you. Active: Do it. Passive: Let him do it. Active: Finish your work. Passive: Let your work be completed by you. Some complicated sentences: Active: your behavior will annoy me. Passive: I am annoyed by your behavior. (use in place by) Active: This box contains 5 kg of butter. Passive: 5 kg of butter is in this box. (use in instead of by)
Active: They say Ashok was a brave king. Passive: Ashok is said to have been a brave king. Active: It's time to close the office. Passive: It's time for the office to close. To triumph in competitive exams, candidates must achieve good results in each section of the exam paper. There are some topics that are common in any competitive exam. The candidate must have a good command on such topics in order to get a good rank. English
is now an essential part of any competitive exam, and grammar is its core. In this blog we will talk about active and passive voice. In an active voice, the sentence emphasizes the participant performing the action, while in the sentence Passive Voice emphasizes the action or subject matter of the sentence. To know how a sentence is converted into a passive voice with an active voice, we need to go through some rules with examples
based on it. Active and passive voice rules for all times Here we list the rules of active and passive voice for all times. You will learn how the auxiliary verb is used to change a sentence from active to passive. Active and passive voice rules for present simple tense Here in this table, we are developing active and passive voice rules with examples of present simple. Active Voice Passive Voice ( auxiliary verb – is/am/are) Subject +
V1+s/es+ object Object+ is/am/are+ V3+ by + subject + Subject + Do/does+ not + V1 + Object Object + is/am/are+ not + V3+ by Subject Does+ Subject+ V1+Object+? Are/am/are + Object+ V3+ by topic +? An active and passive voice example with Present Simple Tense Active: Reads a novel. Passive: The novel is read. Active: Does not cook food. Passive: Food is not cooked by him. Active: Does he buy books? Passive: Are books
bought by him? Active: Grow plants. Passive: Plants are grown by them. Active: Teaches me. Passive: I learn from it. Active and passive voting rules for the current continuous time below will explain the principles of active and passive voice with examples of continuous running time. Active Voice Passive Voice ( Auxiliary Verb- is/am/are + being) Subject + is/am/are+ v1+ ing + object Object+ is/am/are+ being+ V3+ by + subject +
is/am/are+ not+ v1+ Object + is/am/are+ not + being+V3+ by Subject Is/am/are+ subject+v1+ing + object+? Czy/am/are + Object+ V3+ według tematu +? Głos aktywny i pasywny pasywny with Present Continuous Tense Active: Esha sings a song. Passive: The song is sung by Esha. Active: Kritika does not cut vegetables. Passive: Vegetables are not chopped by Kritic. Active: Does Ritika buy a table? Passive: Is the table bought by
Rilik? Active: They serve poor people. Passive: Poor people are served by them. Active: She is disturbing Dinesh. Passive: Dinesh is disturbed by it. Active and passive voice rules for the current perfect time You can understand the passive voice for the current perfect time from the list that are given below. Active Voice Passive Voice ( Auxiliary verb- has/have +been) Subject + has/have+ v3+ object Object+ has/have+ been+ V3+ by
+ subject + has/have+ no+ v3+ object Object + has/have+ not + been +V3+ by Subject Has/have+ subject+ v3 + object+? Has /Have + Object + been + V3 + by topic +? An active and passive example of a voice with answers to the moments of the present active: Nitesh challenged her. Passive: She was liberated by Nitesha. Active: Radhika did not write the article. Passive: The article was not written by Radhika. Active: Have they left
the apartment? Passive: Has the apartment been left behind by them? Active: She created this masterpiece. Passive: This masterpiece was created by her. Active: I read the newspaper. Passive: The newspaper was read by me. Suggested Readings - Direct and Indirect Speech One Word Substitution Idiom &amp; Phrases Active and Passive Voice Rules for Past Simple Tense Here in the table below you can check active and
passive voice rules for simple time in the past. Active Voice Passive Voice Subject + V2+ object Object+ was/was V3+ by + subject +did+ no+v1+ object Object + was/no+ not +V3+ by subject + object +V1+? Have/were + Object + V3+ by topic +? Active and passive voice exercises of the past simple active time: Reema cleaned the floor. Passive: The floor has been cleaned by Reema. Active: Aisha bought a bike. Passive: The bike
was bought by Aisha. Active: Naman called my friends. Passive: My friends were called by Naman. Active: I saved him. Passive: He was saved by me. Active: Miraya paid the bills. Passive: The bills were paid by Miray. Active and passive voice rules for continuous overdue time We can easily convert sentences from active to passive voice according to the following rules. Active Voice Passive Voice (Auxiliary verb- was / was + being)
Subject + was / was + v1 + ing + object. Object+ was/were +being+V3+ by + subject Subject +was/were+ not+v1+ing + object Object + was/were+ not +being+V3+ by Subject Was/were+ Subject + V1+ing + object+? Is/former + Object + is + v3 + by + subject +? Active and passive voice examples with responses from the last Active continuous time: Ninik painted the wall. Passive: The wall was painted by Nilik. Active: Manish repaired
the car. Passive: was repaired by Manish. Active: Are you reciteing a poem? Passive: Is the row row Recited? Active: She was baking cakes. Passive: The dough was baked by her. Active: She was looking at me. Passive: I was watched by her. Active and passive voice rules for past perfect time There are some active and passive voting rules for perfect time in the past, with these only converting any sentence into a passive voice.
Active voice passive voice (auxiliary verb- was + was) Subject + had + v3 + object. Object+ had +V3+ by + subject + had+ no + v3+ object Object + had + not +was +V3+ by subject + Subject + object V3+? Has + Object + been + v3 + by + topic +? Active and passive voice exercises of the past perfect time: Misha cleaned the floor. Passive: The floor has been cleaned by Misza. Active: Vidhi did not receive the shipment. Passive: The
pack was not picked up by Vidhi. Active: Vishal has resolved the doubts. Passive: Doubts have been resolved. Active: Have they caught a thief? Passive: Was the thief caught by them? Active: I paid fifty thousand. Passive: Fifty thousand have been paid by me. Active and passive voice rules for future simple time You can check the Active Voice and Passive Voice Rules chart for future simple time. Active voice passive voice (auxiliary
verb+ will+ subject + will+ v1+ object. Object+ will be +V3+ by subject + will + will + no + V1+object Object + will+ not +be+V3+ by Subject Will+ Subject + V1+ object+? Will + Object+ be +v3+ by+ theme+? We can better understand the rules of active and passive voice with examples for future simple time. Active and passive voice examples with answers future simple tense Active: Kriya ears bag. Passive: The bag will be sewn by
Kriya. Active: Disha won't organize things. Passive: Things will not be stacked by Disha. Active: Do you mop the floor? Passive: Will the floor be swept away by you? Active: They will publish the letter. Passive: The letter will be published. Active: Reena will save money. Passive: The money will be saved by Reena. Active and passive voice rules for future perfect tense Here, we share active voice and passive voice rules for future
perfect time. Active Voice Passive Voice Subject + will+ have a +v3+ object. Object+ will+ have+ has been +V3+ by + subject + will+ has object +not+v3+. Object + will+ have +no+no+v3+ subject Will+ Subject+have+v3+ object+? Have + object+been+v3+by +subject+? Active and passive voice exercises future perfect tense active: they will bring rye. Passive: The Jews will be brought by them. Active: Nimesh will not change the table
cover. Passive: The table cover will not be changed by Nimesh. Active: Did she write notes. Passive: Were the notes written by her? Active: They won the match. Passive: The match will be won by them. Active: Vijay washes his shirt. Passive: Vijay washes his shirt. has a passive voice formation for these times- 1.) The current Current Continuous Time 2.) Past perfect continuous time 3.) Future Perfect Continuous Time 4.) Future
Continuous Tense Yes, Candidates, now you need to have all the information to make changes to your sentence with active and passive voice rules of all times. A set of exercises and examples of active and passive voice will help you clear the basics and get good results in competitive exams. Remember that every topic counts. If you think the information is useful and worth sharing, you'll need to share it with your friends. If you
would like to ask for anything about it, please comment in the section below. Below.
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